
Downsend has enjoyed a further glimpse of normality this week as we welcomed a second Year group on site,
to join the statutory Year 6's 57 of the 64 Year 2 pupils skipped into school on Monday, much like the teachers
who have missed them so much over the coming 2 months. A themed day, to include a Year group prize giving
ceremony, will conclude their week on site and we hope that the pupils and staff will have some very happy
memories to nourish them over the summer months, in the hope that we will return to an even greater sense 
of normality in September. Next week, Year 3 will enjoy those same benefits, followed by the older Year groups
as we draw a close to this most remarkable of Summer Terms in three weeks. Your response to our 
plan for the remainder of term has been exemplary and you have clearly appreciated our desire to ensure a
safe environment, but also an equitable opportunity for all. The restrictions imposed by the current 
lockdown have been the most challenging I have experienced and make it easier to understand how so many
schools could not find a way to open their doors. I am thankful to my staff team for finding a way of doing 
so that all could have the opportunity to benefit. 
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Message from The Head

On the issue of equity, we could not fail to be affected by the events in Minneapolis over recent weeks and the
subsequent displays of support around the world for the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement. The idea that, in
2020, people are still being suppressed due to the colour of their skin is abhorrent to all of us at Downsend and
we will do everything in our power to ensure that everyone, regardless of colour, creed, genderor religious
belief, are treated fairly. It is an ideology that must permeate our interactions, our curriculum, our pastoral
organisation and our reward systems. We will continue to support these themes through PSHE, RS, History
and MFL, as well as through our Assembly messages and our role modelling. As we have shown with our
reopening phasing, we all matter and will continue to do so as we find our way through the next set of
challenges that we face together.
 
Ian Thorpe



There was a tangible buzz of excitement in the Lower School on Monday morning as the Year 2 team of
teachers and teaching assistants returned to school. Squeals of excitement echoed around the classroom areas
as children were reunited with theirs classes and teachers. It was so joyful to be in the car park to be able to 
welcome the majority of our Year 2 families back and to reconnect with some of our school community. All of
the staff had aching faces from smiling and enjoying their day when they left on Monday. Year 2 have 
enjoyed their week so much. Whilst they have revisited some key academic areas, such as time, the focus has
primarily been on social reintegration and pastoral relationships, finishing by celebrating their year together in
Year 2 Prizegiving. Well done to all of our Year 2 children for their excellent commitment to their learning over
this entire period. As the youngest members of the Lower School, it has been deeply impressive to see their
capability and tenacity and I am sure that this will continue over the final three weeks of term.  
 
Whilst Year 2 were learning in school, Year 3, 4 and 5 continued their fantastic learning at home and academic
congratulations continued to come in thick and fast.  Well done to Sophie M and Tommy G in 5AG who made
these wonderful storyboards about the Gunpowder Plot. Mrs Grimmer was delighted with this lovely careful
work away from the computer. Well done too to Henry J in 5CD for his absolutely stunning drawing of the
Houses of Parliament which is lovely enough to go in a frame!  Well done too to Jessica B in 5LC who explained
her opinion on the main factors that lead to the Gunpowder plot extremely clearly. Fantastic work, Year 5!

           Lower School Update 



Year 3 have been working on the anatomy of plants this week and Mrs Temlett was particularly impressed
by these examples from Francesca, Alex M, Arabella and Scarlett. Well done on this beautifully creative,
careful and accurate work.  So as Year 2 return to learning online next week, I am looking forward to 
welcoming Year 3 children and parents back to school from Monday. Please could I remind Year 3 parents to
drive to the crossing in the main car park to drop off their children without exiting the car. I will be on 
hand to take all children out of their cars for you, sending them through to the turret to have their hands
sanitised before coming into the main buildings.  We are so looking forward to seeing all of our children in
person over the coming weeks and also continuing to see them virtually both in their 
lessons and at their ‘Meet the Teacher’ events on Tuesday.  Have a super weekend and a happy Fathers’ Day
to all the dads in our community. 

           Lower School Update 

In Year 4, Mr Popham sent me the most fantastic news broadcast from
Lucy G on types of electricity – Lucy, this was fantastic work which was
both creative and factual. Well done, I am very impressed with your
presentation skills – Newsround may come knocking!

 
Clare Kirkham, Head of Lower School



As we head towards the end of term, and enter the final stages of our online learning programme, I have tried
to focus on literacy skills this week, and how well the pupils across Year 6,7&8 are using descriptive language,
and creativity, in all their lessons. I have been particularly impressed with the Year 6 pupils who are studying
‘The Salamander Dream’, by Hope Larson, and their ability to describe and articulate the transition of the main
character, Hailey, from a shy but imaginative young girl, into a more confident young student who secures her
place at college.  The use of colour, mystique and tension is evident across the year group, and I have
thoroughly enjoyed both the lessons from the English team, and the imaginative response from the pupils. Well
done! There are some very real parallels with our Upper School journey here, with pupils who are continuing on
their own personal journeys, and showing determination, investigative skills and their own personal
development with every week that passes by, and for those parents I have greeted in person in the mornings, I
know that they are both pleased and impressed with the progress their children are making in these final few
weeks of the school year. 

Upper School Update 

On a similar literacy theme Mrs Hayward
wanted to mention three boys who have
done well in English with her recently: Lucas
R for his engagement in online lessons this
week and his efforts with follow up work,
John C for his eager and thoughtful
contributions in discussion and promptness
with returning work to a good standard and
to Ben L who continues to shine for his
etiquette online, his citizenship in lessons
and the excellent standard of his online
work. Well done to those three individuals
and all our US pupils who have shown such
impressive language and literacy skills.  In
the equally important and ‘parallel’ world of
Maths, I know Mrs Stack and her team have 

been impressed with the US pupils this week, and this example of great work on Polygons from Anya G (Yr 8)
deserves a special mention.

Another impressive feat is that the following pupils have independently committed 10 ‘extra’ hours each since
Easter on practising their Maths, in addition to their normal lessons and tasks; well done to Jasper G, 
Natasha C, Arya K, Iona F, Erika S, Grace C and finally to Erika S, who has spent a total of 25 extra hours on
her Maths and all of this hard work has resulted in the excellent summer assessment results these students
have achieved. Mrs Brunt has also been very impressed with the contribution and effort levels of Polly GG,
Darcey T and George C in their maths lessons, whilst Mrs Grimmer wanted to congratulate Toby G,  Tigi HJ
and Roman A in Year 8 for a great attitude and engagement in Maths, and to Matthew M in year 7 for being so 
determined to understand everything and finally to Sophia V, Alex B, Lucy W, Alex G in year 6 who have all
worked very hard with their on line learning, and they too have seen their commitment reflected in their end of
year assessment results; outstanding work everyone!



Upper School Update 

Mr Newland, Head of Upper School

Mrs Hawes (Head of Year 6) also reports that “this has been another great week here on site for the Year 6
pupils.  However, this week my focus is on those pupils that are still at home and working online with us.  I am
amazed at their resilience and stamina and am encouraged by their presence and the contribution they make
in lessons.  Many of the valuable and insightful discussion points, questioning and answering have come from
these pupils who are motivated and engaged.  I applaud you all”. How lovely to hear that the entire cohort is
working well, and so, given all this hard work I am pleased to announce that the following pupils have
achieved their red Headmasters Commendation (500 House points) – Alex B, Ella P-K, Kian D and Toby H. 
 Further congratulations to Polly G-G for achieving her yellow Headmasters Commendation (750 points)
 
Mrs Mercer (Head of Year 7) feels that, “despite the Year 7s being a little jaded with another week of lockdown,
they are still doing some amazing things and continuing to impress us especially with their interesting, eclectic
mix of presentations each morning.  We are constantly being beaten by the children in the quizzes and have
also enjoyed hearing about different interests, many of them are enjoying taking control of the sessions and
leading the way.  Izzy W gets a special mention this week as she has been excellent in Morning Fitness 
sessions and on Monday, she was awarded her ‘trainer of the day’ as well as a Sports Commendation for the
outstanding form and control she was using in all her exercises – one very dedicated young lady!  Also, well 
done to Tom M who has reached his 600 house points and his next Headmaster’s commendation, a few others
have very nearly reached the same milestone so keep up the good work!”
 
Finally, Mr Silva (Head of Year 8) has fed back as follows, “this has been another busy week for Year 8 pupils
who were finishing off their summer assessments (online). This would have been the week where we would
have been celebrating in the sunshine down in Mimizan in the South of France, but this hasn't dampened their
spirits and pupils have been engaged and lively throughout the week. My thanks to Anita B who led the
origami session during yesterday's form period (and my apologies for not being able to keep up!) and also to
Jamie Z for assisting with this.
 
Over the last couple of months it has been wonderful to see how comfortable all Year 8 pupils have become
with the use of technology in lessons, adapting to any glitches and their increasingly positive mindset when it
comes to problem solving and thinking on their feet. This growing maturity will certainly serve them well!
 
As always, I would like to congratulate those pupils who have reached the milestone for their next
Headmaster's Commendations: Silver Commendations (over 600 House Points) are awarded to: Tigi H-J, 
Chloe M, Emerson N and Jamie Z and Gold Commendations (over 900 House Points) are awarded to: Anita B,
Oliver F and Joel W. Well done to all of you, this is a fantastic achievement!
 
Of course, the other exciting piece of news is that we will be welcoming back both Year 7 & 8, in addition to
Year 6, for the final week of term, w/c 6th July. This promises to be a fun and, possibly, emotional week and we
are working hard on both the logistics and the timetable to ensure all our pupils are both safe as well as
having a great week with their friends to finish off this unusual summer term. I know most of you will 
want to join your friends, and I’ll write to you in the next few days to confirm the details.
 
Well done again to all our Upper School pupils and families on a busy but productive week. Enjoy the weekend
and I look forward to seeing you for what looks like a very warm week ahead.



House Challenges: 
 
This week I have loved watching some of the creative videos representing the best Olympic moments. Well
done to George and Martha G, Henry M, Grace K, Issac N, Emma C, Harriet H, Aiden H, Sienna V for all your
entries, exceptionally ambitious and entertaining.  

pleasure of seeing each class enjoying an enrichment session across the week,
where we hope they have had lots of fun. Next week we look forward to the
Year 3’s being back and know they will have an equally great time. Year 6’s
continue to benefit from being back in school and once the academic focus of
the morning sessions are over, they continue to enjoy their Drama, Art and
Enrichment options in the afternoons. Drama this week focused on Pandora’s
Box and it as great to see the Year6’s come out of their comfort zone and
perform with confidence whilst enjoying the outdoors. Art was based around
the use of charcoal and tone, with some amazing pieces being created during
an inclement Thursday afternoon.

Enrichment & House Challenges

With the ever-changing situation, we have been delighted to welcome back the Year 2’s and see them
enjoying quality time with their teachers, friends and have the run of the Lower School. We have had the

This week the introduction of footgolf and lacrosse have proved successful and the children have enjoyed the
competitive element and teamwork. As the guidelines surrounding sports national bodies continue to ease, we
will tweak our program and work towards a return to normality as quickly as possible.

The Duchess of Cambridge introduced a national
competition last week on behalf of the National Portrait
Gallery and I have been so impressed with some of the
photos below, representing acts of heroism and kindness.
Never has there been a more important time for acts of
kindness and looking out for one another! Keep up the great
work – I look forward to seeing more photos next week.

House Photography:



Mr Albert, Assistant Headmaster Enrichment

Enrichment & House Challenges

Results – Second Collection Summer Term

The second collection of the summer term completed and congratulations to Headley, again, and to all the top
achievers.  A massive well done to all the children who continue to work hard and contribute points towards
their Houses.  Whilst Headley remain on top, you can see from the house point totals that some Houses are
incredibly close to grabbing that top spot.  Final collection will be at the beginning of July, so this gives you all
lots of time to earn lots more house points. Well done all!



Queens, Kings, princesses and brave knights arrive from all directions, north, south, east and west to attend a
grand annual medieval feast at Downsend Castle in Surrey. What a fantastic time they all had, playing and
learning all together again in their beautiful classrooms. 

Year 2 News



There was huge excitement this week in Year 3, as we learned that we would be going back to school next
week! However, the hard work that has been so evident throughout our online period, continued to pour in as
normal. The children have written travel brochures, created fantastic reports about Kenyan animals,
investigated mass, designed their own gardens, sculpted and labelled the parts of a flower, retold the story of
Ganesh and made their own Maasaijewellery, amongst many other things! A few special mentions must go to
Charlie M who completed some excellent work on estimating mass, by videoing himself estimating and then
checking the weightof a variety of kitchen objects, Noah C who created a wonderful garden plan with an
information paragraph explaining his design ideas, Aaron who designed a superb travel brochure about
Kenya and Alex MC who wrote a detailed letter, imagining he had been ona brilliant holiday to Kenya. A huge
well done must also go to Beste who has been doing some very challenging maths problem solving. The 
teachers cannot wait to welcome the children back into school next week for some more exciting learning!
 
Year 3 Team

Year 3 News

Harry COscar DT



Year 4 News

It’s been another busy week in Year 4! We have been contrasting localities, looking at Leatherhead and Taupo
and have also started a new topic in Science – Exciting Electricity! We had some great scripts 
explaining different types of energy from Hughie, Henry and Robert in 4JS using lots of scientific vocabulary!
Here is a selection of super work from this week!  Some lovely coats of arms designed to represent the
geographical locations we’ve studied:

Year 4 Team 



Year 5 have been studying character traits in
Oranges In No Man's Land by Elizabeth Laird.
They compared and contrasted Dr Leila and
her aunt by drawing Venn diagrams and
backed up their reasoning with quotes from
the text.

We have also been looking at the use of
colons and semi-colons in newspaper
headlines.  This prompted us to find
interesting images and write our own
headlines.

Adelaide T

Year 5 News

Aidan H

Pupils  been also studying thcauses for the
Gunpowder plot and have been writing
explanations on what the main case for the event
was in their opinion. 

Riley N Oliver P

Natalia B

Mrs Sehgal was very impressed with
Tommy's amazing investigation into
gravity.

Another very detailed  expamlpes
showing a good understanding of the
events of the Gunpowder Plot. 
One is from Miranda in 5PM the other is
from Francesca in 5PM.

Year 5 Team 



IAPS National Swimming Championships (or what it should have been!)  
 
It is with great joy and sadness at the same time that I am able to feedback the qualifiers for the National
Finals of the IAPS swimming event.    
Having hosted a packed round here at Downsend with many strong competitors I was eagerly waiting the
rankings list to see who would make it to the Aquatic Centre for one of IAPS Sports biggest events of the
year.  Unfortunately, the Coronavirus threw a spanner in the works and this event (along with all other
sporting events across the country) was cancelled.    
Due to several staff who hosted the qualifying rounds being furloughed or self-isolating the results took
longer to be compiled than IAPS had hoped. At the beginning of the week I was pleased to receive the 
rankings list and can now confirm who of our pupils would have qualified for the finals.    
The top 20 children from each individual race and top 20 relay teams would have qualified for the finals.
Although it was disappointing that the national finals couldn’t go ahead this year, I hope that the qualifiers
are proud of what they achieved!   
 
From the girls we would have had 4 relay teams and 3 individuals qualify and from the boys we would have
had 7 relay teams and 6 individuals qualify.  This is an outstanding achievement and one that I hope the
pupils will be proud of.  Below is a list of our qualifiers.  
To have this many qualifiers is fantastic but to see the rankings of all of our pupils demonstrates the hard
work and dedication that they have displayed in training and throughout the year.  It goes without saying
that they deserve the accolade and congratulations.  A special mention should also go to the following, 
Freyja B-W who is ranked 2nd in the U10 Backstroke and the U10 Boys Medley Relay team of Oliver P, Alex
Y, Ryan D and Isaac N who were ranked 1st!!    
 
I’m sorry that you all didn’t get your chance to swim at the London Aquatics Centre on Finals Day but I look 
forward to when we can get back in the pool and start the training again! The password to the results and
links to the finals merchandise have been put in the pupils Swim Squad Team.  
 
Miss Seivewright  

Sport News



Following last weeks epic mileage total of 479.4 miles, which saw the Downsend community run, cycle and
walk from Leatherhead to ‘check in’ at 26 UK Cognita schools from Milbourne lodge to Southbank
International up to Huddersfield Grammar school, we rose to the challenge in an impressive week 2!
 
This week’s total was 614.4 miles
 
Whilst pupils have (possibly) been affected by the weather, assessments or have just forgotten to let me
know their weekly mileage, our parents have stepped in and raised the bar and we’ve travelled nearly 600
miles this week - an absolutely incredible total.  We only needed 147 miles to arrive at Oakleigh House in
Swansea, and we’ve added a further 229.2 miles along the M4, checking in at four further Cognita schools in
Porthcawl, Henley on Thames, Slough and Wembley – 376.2 miles in total so we’ve banked 148.44 miles
towards the remainder of the challenge.
 
Where to next?
 
Our community challenge is to go to the Cognita International school in Zurich, Switzerland (591 miles) and
then onto the British School of Barcelona (660 miles)… where we may just remain and have a well-deserved
 holiday!  
 
Thank you to everyone who is taking part in the Daily mile, I am sure you are all feeling the mammoth
benefits that exercise and fresh air brings you, and the deep satisfaction of success when you arrive home.

Good luck and let’s get outside and notch up some miles.    
 
Fiona Fitch

Sport News

Downsend Daily Mile Challenge Week 2 (11-17 June).



This week in Year 8 PSHE we have been focusing on emotional health and how this links into physical
health. The pupils created wordalls of words linked to emotional and physical health, both aspects that
are paramount at the moment, and discovered how many words were intertwined in both types of
health.'
 
Dee Vanstone

Chloe M

Arts News

The wonderful art just keeps on coming and it
has been fantastic to see so many pupils
continuing to practise and develop their drawing
skills. Our Artist of the Week is Sophie M in Year
5, who followed along with 
Tuesday’s doodle to create this tonal biro
drawing of a whale. Well done, Sophie!
 
Julia Aylen, Head of Art & Head of STEAM

PSHE 

Josie

Science News

Well done to 8S who have created some exciting Escape rooms. Feel free
to have a go yourselves! Click on the links below:
 
Escape the Camp
 
Escape the Haunted House
 
One more on the way next week
 

Science Assessments: 
 
Well done to Year 6, 7 and 8 in theirrecent assessments in Science. Some huge improvements in progress
fromthe Spring term despite not having access to a lab for the experiments I know you all love doing! 
 
Dr Kirby

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdJwX9UR7XXyZw3KrpeO9Y1_pKSq0Dsx2A7ahiT4Q8fOJBFWw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSegp3HNaFcfBSOR1152y32pCEBabBybcn4_EAVOswM0t1Kh5Q/viewform


James W in 5AG and Henry H in 5CD teamed up
together to sell home made biscuits and
milkshakes to our local comunity and raise money
for the British Red Cross.  The British red
cross  have been working hard to give the NHS
extra support needed at this time. Boys did
exclelent job raising £70. 

The end
Thank you for reading

The Downsend Times Editor

Elodie attended the Ashtead All Stars End of Season Awards
Ceremony via zoom this week and was delighted to be awarded the
“Star Player” award for the U8s!Here she is with her trophy and
certificate

The Linford Theatre now has the beginnings of its own roof, and there has been healthy progress elsewhere
this week. Won’t be long!!

Amazing Achivments

Art Centre Update 


